98 kawasaki zx6r

If the Kawasaki ZX-6R's motor begs to be caned, then the chassis begs you to use it. The
suspension and brakes will need refreshing by now to get the best from the package. Carbs
that, just like old one, suffer from icing on cold, damp mornings. Electrics can suffer, too, so be
generous with the WD Gains cartridge forks, semi-downdraught carbs and revised frame and
motor. These days there is so much metal to choose from that an aging might not seem like the
ideal candidate for your cash. But the G-series Kawasaki ZX-6Rs are still handsome performers
providing you overhaul the critical areas of suspension and brakes. Find a Kawasaki ZX-6R for
sale. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. There are
no bad points on the 98 zx6r in my opinion, its sturdy, fast, easy to handle and looks really
beautiful better than newer models. Never had a single problem with mine, mechanical or
otherwise only normal wear and tear. Buying experience: Privately, easy and quick buy. Abit
hard seat and wrists on longer rides km but had km with few stops but that was realy painfull In
the end. Love the brakes and responds well. Gives a good boost about rpm but all over it's great
fun. Took 12 years for fuel pump to brake down and leak but otherwise nothing of greater
importance. Well guess it's in the normal range for part mostly with some exceptions. The
color? I just love the whole bike.. Buying experience: Perfect. Cheap to buy.. Set it up for ur
needs and except it's an older bike and it's just fine. Perfect, it has no power band, zero, it just
pulls from We'll build and reliable if it's been cared for. Everything you need and no more. I
fitted pilot road 3 tyres after using sports tyres and I'm very happy. All original except exhaust
can and data tool alarm and immobiliser. This is my first moved up from a geared 50 :P and it
really is a brilliant machine, the only downsides are that I'm 6ft so it can get abit wristy and the
fact that it doesn't have a fuel light. Other than that this is a truley awsome bike! I am very proud
to be riding this bike, yeah its the biggest i've ridden, but what a bike i love it. I covered miles
when i bought it few weeks ago in a week and enjoyed it all, i've never felt so confident in the
wet and the power in all gears is soo useable, it goes faster than the figures say too, the 3 pot
brakes are awesome too and the bike is soo comfy compared to any other sports bike i've rode,
go by one i got mine from dealer with extras and a warranty with 11k on the clock and 2 new
tyres for Went like stink, the engine is unbelievable after bandits and the like, and the airbox
howl makes it seem 20mph faster, especially with a micron can. Build quality seems good, after
7 years my G1 is mint, not even a hint of corrosion. Riding position is ace for tall riders, had to
ride an SV for a month after being knocked off it and hated every minute in comparison. Screen
is great, mirrors steady and clear, the whole bike screams quality. Will never buy anything
except Kawasaki again! Strengths: Engine, looks NOT green! Ride quality, Build, Sound oh yes!
Weaknesses: You will be devastated if you crash it! Seat wobbles! Crappy stiff fuel tap, hard to
find an un-bodged original one. This was my 1st big bike,i t is a cracking bike for a 1st timer. It
is comfy enough for short or longer distance riding, not to painful on the wrists. Strengths:
Changed from Bridgestone 's what it came with over to the 's. These are a little more hard
wearing, but still gives loads of feel. This bike has taken everything in its stride. Almost miles in
five years with no major problems. Everything from daily commutes to European tours. Its still
great to look at, still puts a huge grin on my face, and still comfy for miles in a day. What more
could you ask for? Just the noise it makes at high revs is enough to make anyone laugh and
grin like an idiot. Strengths: Engine, noise, comfort, easy handling, brakes, miles from a tank,
reliability Weaknesses: Expensive when you drop it. Could do with a bit more power now I'm
used to it. An extra 36cc might sort it I have a 99 G2 model and only planned to keep it for 2
years. I'm on my 4th year and still plan on keeping it for at least another 2. I just love it's mix of
raw power, easy handling and still good looks and comfort. It is used every single day for
commuting and trackdays in the fast group too. It takes it all in it's stride superbly. Reliable and
economical too! Just love it. Strengths: Performance. Brakes after hoses and pad change.
Weaknesses: On 3rd set of fork seals and 2nd set of brake discs. Strengths: Looks, Engine.
Weaknesses: Carb icing, Dunlops. Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For
sale. View 15 images. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Engine 5
out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Gives a good boost
about rpm but all over it's great fun. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Well guess it's in the normal range
for part mostly with some exceptions. Equipment 5 out of 5 The color? Engine 5 out of 5 Perfect,
it has no power band, zero, it just pulls from Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5
Everything you need and no more. Equipment 4 out of 5. Buy one! Engine 4 out of 5. Kawasaki
ZX-6R motorcycle review - Riding. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Picture by Kawasaki.
Published with permission.. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This
bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance
options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the
exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy

policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other
bike. Displacement :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums for every bike.
View comments, questions and answers at the Kawasaki ZX-6R discussion group. You can sign
up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you have extensive experience with
the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this bike, you should view the list of
related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs. And check out the rating of the
bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can compare the rating with other
bikes. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. Engine performance for the Kawasaki ZX-6R: You
can also compare bikes. The ZX series is what was known as the Ninja line of Kawasaki
motorcycles in the s and still carries the name today. This version used the J series bodywork
with the only notable differences being the "" stickers on the fairing. Radial-mounted
four-piston brakes replaced the previous six-piston brakes and the front forks were now
inverted. Chassis improvements resulted in higher rigidity and less weight. An all digital
instrument panel was also introduced and a larger ram-air intake inlet moved to the center over
the headlight, running through the headstock. The bike, designation B1H, carried over to the
model year with just color scheme changes. In , Kawasaki again revamped the ZX-6R. The
aluminum frame was now painted flat black, fairings were more round, and integrated turn
signals were used euro model. The exhaust was now centrally under the seat a configuration
commonly referred to as an undertail exhaust. For the second year in a row, the ZX-6RR again
won the Supersport category award for Masterbike and placed third overall. The bike carried
over to the model year with minor suspension changes and new color schemes. Previous years
of the ZX-6R's engines were all built from the same basic design, but the all-new engine for was
redesigned from the crankcase up. In following with what their competitors had already been
doing, Kawasaki's new engine featured a stacked gear arrangement in which the crankshaft,
primary drive and countershaft are placed in a triangular format for a shorter, more compact
powerplant. Frame, swingarm, suspension, brakes, and body were completely redesigned and
the bike shares very few parts from the previous model. The ZX-6R was carried over to the
model year with just color scheme changes. The greatest changes for were the redesign of the
exhaust, now carried low and not requiring the thick under-seat construction of and especially
the introduction of the Showa Big Piston Fork BPF [4] suspension for a more progressive
brake-dive. The ZX-6R is changing once more with an improved engine and slipper clutch. The
exhaust pre-chamber has more space and also limits exhaust noise giving the rider a smoother
ride. New double bore intake funnels features two available heights which gives performance
upgrades in both high and low engine speeds. The front seat is now lower. The ZX-6R is a brand
new bike. The new version has increased torque and horsepower, and the increased
performance is apparent at lower RPM. The right bar has bigger oil damper section, with
regulated rebound and compression damping. According to the manufacturer, this asymmetric
design provides a reduction of the friction inside the fork, significant mass loss and more
friendly response of suspension. The KTRC system uses manipulation of the ignition timing on
all 3 traction control modes, while mode 3 rain mode also uses a separate throttle controlled by
the on-board electronics, to allow faster reaction for wheel over-spin on slippery surfaces.
Traction control and power modes can be adjusted or turned off whenever the throttle is closed,
even while riding the bike. The bike is sold without a steering damper , as customer complaints
about the OEM steering damper on previous models prompted Kawasaki to discontinue this
feature on subsequent models. The claimed horsepower also sees a slight drop from the
model's Also, Kawasaki won the Supersport World Championship manufacturers title in , and
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Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Sport bike [1]. DFI with four 38 millimetres 1.
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